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Hythe (Southampton) Sailing Club 
Protocols for Officer of the Day (OOD) for Cruiser Races - 2019 

The OOD provides an essential role in ensuring a successful outcome before, during and after a cruiser race. If you 
are unable to be there, please arrange an exchange with someone else on the list. 

Your responsibility prior to the race 
 
During the week prior to the race you are asked to: 

• Check the weather forecast to ascertain the sailing situations. 
 
On the day of the race you should: 

• Prior to leaving home check the weather forecast.  The BBC coastal forecast for the Solent provides basic info 
that will enable you to determine the changes to the weather over the day and may be found at: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/weather/coast/coastalforecast/regional_forecast.shtml?11  

• Arrive at least “one hour” prior to the race to confirm or postpone the race – there should be “three 
cruisers” taking part.  If there is going to be a race, raise this flag on the “Committee Boat”**; 

• Ensure the starting equipment is available and working – the flag sequence (currently kept on the Club 
Launch),  the start sequence is shown on the Race Recording Sheet; 

• Check your radio* is working effectively please use your hand –held (the radio in the Launch is for Channel 16 
only).  The racing channel to be used is 37 or M1; 

• If using the Club Launch please go through it’s “safety and running procedures”, which are kept on the boat;  
Note:-  Remove the warps from the boat not the pontoon.  There should be NO consumption of alcohol 
whilst using the Club Launch. 

• As OOD you may be required to ferry cruiser racers to their boats especially if the weather is rough; 
• Depending on the weather conditions choose a course (from those in the white file and Year Book), you can 

have two or more different courses if you want.  You may have to shorten the course if the wind dies away, at 
a mark of the course; 

• Position the “Committee Boat” near “Royal Southampton” – race mark or a “suitable navigation mark”, ensure 
you leave enough room on the ‘start line’ for all boats taking part – usually the length and a half of boat - 
times the number taking part.  Register boats and helms on the “Race Sheet”. 

• Start the race on time!!  It is the responsibility of crews to be ready for the start, not for the OOD to delay 
the start – the race should last 120 minutes, depending on the wind strength and the spread of boats; 

• Maintain both a vigilant watch during the race especially if there are cruiser owners not used to racing; 
• Ensure lap timings are kept accurately; 
• If the fleet is well spread out you may have to shorten the race to get the “last boats” back within a specific 

time usually 120 minutes.  Boats “failing” to finish within 30 minutes after the first boat sails the course, will 
be scored “Did not Finish”.  If one or two boats are un-usually slow, just finish them after “one lap” and then 
double their time for the results; 

• Undertake the calculations to find corrected winner; 
Things you will need: 

• Keys to the Club Launch, kept in the locker at the entrance to the “Ladies Changing Room”; 
• Good watch/stopwatch, a calculator and biro; 
• Hand held radio; 
• Race Recording Sheet [(these are available in the Black Travel Bag) either left on the Launch or  in the 

entrance to the Gents Changing Room – in the white file)]; 
• Binoculars, whilst not essential, might be helpful to maintain a lookout; 

 
After the race has finished: 

• Tidy the flags and course boards away; 
• Ensure you all the times of the boats taking part; 
• If you took cruiser crews to their boats don’t forget to pick them up and take them back to the pontoon; 
• After you have raised the anchor please ensure it is clean! 
• If you have used the Launch, ensure it’d tied correctly to pontoon and the rear cover attached. 

 
* Ensure use of the same call signs for each race Hythe Cruiser OOD/Committee Boat. 
** The “Committee Boat” can be the Club’s Launch or a member’s cruisers. 


